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cannot be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except in prior writing permission multiply. Each computer consists of two main components: hardware and software. hardware includes physical features that are all parts you see or tap, such as: monitor, case, keyboard, mouse, and printer. The part that activates the physical
components of cs alled software. It contains the features that are responsible for directing the work hardware. The software can be shared between programs and data. Von-Neumann's computer architecture[ edit | source] Von-Neumann's computer consists of two main components: memory and processor. The rest of the computer can be seen as
input/output devices for the two main components. This concept has not yet been overcome, and even the latest computers still come from von-Neumann architecture. von-Neumann architecture application software[edit|] Application software is a computer program designed to perform a group of coordinated functions, tasks, or activities. Examples of the
application include a text processor, spreadsheet, accounting application, web browser, media player, or console game[ 1]. Applications may be connected to the computer and its system software or published separately and may be encoded in proprietary or open source. Operating system[edit | edit source] The operating system is defined as system
software that manages the hardware and software resources of the computer and provides standard services to computer programs. All cpplication softwareomputer programs require the operating system to function. The operating system checks the computer's hardware, starts the computer programs, and organizes the files. In | In 2004, the The island's
chief of staff. chief of staff. Item. The item that retrieves the command to perform from memory and decode. Save device[edit|] Any hardware that can temporarily or permanently store information. We distinguish between two types of memory: the primary storage device (RAM) and the secondary storage device (hard disk). Secondary storage can be
removable, internal, or external storage. Examples of permanent computer storage: 1. Magnetic storage devices: hard drive, floppy disk, etc. 2. Optical: blu-ray disc, CD-ROM disc, etc. 3. Flash storage devices: memory card, flash drive, SSD RAM[edit | edit source] It represents random access memory, it holds data and a general purpose program that
compter is executing at the moment. RAM is not permanent, it can be modified and deleted when the computer is turned off. Motherboard[edit | edit source] This is a physical arrangement on a computer that contains the basic circuit and components of the computer. It has a slot in the CPU, RAM and expansion part (sound cards, graphics cards ETC) and
also connects to CPU, memory, hard drives, optical drives, video card and more. Bits and Bytes [edit | source] Bit is the smallest storage space on your computer. A bit can only be saved to 0 or 1, which is called binary, and therefore can be saved to physical devices or systems that have two separate states. For example, 2 positions or electric switch states,
with two states turned on and off. Bits can also be described as true/ false, no/ yes, etc. Note that a little bit has only two coding options or 2 values. One bit is too small to use, so computers use a larger storage device called bytes. Bytes are made of bits. 8 bits are used to create 1 byte. Note that the byte has 28 encoding options, 256 values. RAM, hard
drives, and flash drives, all types of storage are measured bytes. Other memory units: 1 KB (kilobytes)= 1024 bytes 1 MB (megabytes)= 1024 KB 1 GB (gigabyte)= 1024 MB 1 TB (terabyte)= 1024 GB 1 PB (cheats)= 1024 TB data[edit | editing source] is any set of characters collected and for some purpose, usually analysis. It can be any character, including
text and numbers, pictures, audio, or video. If the data is not contextual, it does nothing to the person or the computer. In computer storage, data is a set of numbers that are presented as bytes, which in turn consist of bits. Change the meaning of information [| source] to convert data into information. For example, the letter A is only data for an illiterate
person, but information for someone who can read. Knowledge [edit | source of editing] is someone's knowledge, awareness, or understanding, such as facts, information, descriptions, or skills acquired through experience or education through perception, detection, or learning. Knowledge may refer to theoretical or practical understanding Topic. The
algorithm [edit | source] is a procedure or formula for solving a problem based on a series of specified actions. A computer program can be viewed as a complex algorithm. In math and computer science, an algorithm usually means a small procedure that solves a recurring problem. Links to | edit source] 1.    Application software. PC Magazine. Ziff Davis.
external links[edit | edit source] cemetery policy is conspicuously posted and easily visible to the public. The funeral arrangements, which include a coffin and three pieces of flowers that accompany the coffin or urn during the burial, shall be placed in a completed grave. They will be removed at the cemetery's discretion if they become ugly or if it proves
necessary to facilitate cemetery operations, such as ing.  Fresh cut flowers may be placed on graves at any time. They are removed and removed when they become ugly. Artificial flowers are only allowed in the 15th century. Although potted plants are not recommended, they are allowed 10 days before 10 days after Easter. The cemetery provides the
public with temporary plastic containers to display the flower arrangements. Permanent underground containers are not permitted. Instead of small individual grave flags, we show Avenue of Flags, which gives a unique visible tribute to all of our nation's veterans. Flagpoles are being purchased to expand our Avenue of Flags to include new burial sections.
Christmas wreaths, tomb blankets and other seasonal ornaments may be placed on graves from 1 January 2017. All seasonal decorations, Christmas wreaths, mugs, etc. will be removed on 10 May. Grave blankets can not be larger than two feet three feet. Flowery objects must not be attached to markers. Wreaths over the age of 18 are not allowed and are
removed. Graves are not allowed permanent plantings, statues, vigil lights, shattering objects, Christmas trees, balloons, pumpkins and similar objects. The VA does not allow ornaments that are: offensively contrary to the dignity of a cemetery that is considered dangerous to cemetery staff (beads or wires may become entangled in mowers or other
equipment and cause injury) Flower objects or ornaments cannot be attached to tombstones or markers. Unauthorised items are removed by cemetery staff and discarded. Please don't park in the grass. Please stay in paved road areas. During the treatment period of the treatment of the garden, all flower objects shall be removed from the graves if this is
necessary to facilitate the treatment and maintenance. All items are placed on gravesites to become owned by the U.S. government and disposed of in accordance with federal regulations. Indiantown Gap National Cemetery is not responsible for the flowers after they are placed in the gravesite. Flowers are laid at their own risk. They shall not be replaced by
a cemetery if they are damaged, lost or stolen. Deer and other wildlife can eat fresh flowers and orders. A golf cart is available, with weather and land conditions allowing, physically contested visitors need help at the gravesites from 8am to .m. - 3am .m., Monday through Friday. This page, as amended April 18, 2020.The Avenue of Flags at Indiantown Gap
National Cemetery on Indiantown Gap Road, Annville, PA is a presentation of over 700 interment (coffin) flags that were donated to the project families of deceased servicemen entitled to military honor.  Flags are attached to 20 foot poles, which are distributed about 40 feet apart on both sides of the driveway throughout the National Cemetery.  It is also
displaying national, community and territorial flags in front of the administration building representing the United States and territories of the United States from which our dead warriors hail.   There is also an array of six military branch flags surrounding the main flag pole near the Administration Building.During the tenure of the National Cemetery Directors
before 2008 at Indiantown Gap National Cemetery, the Avenue of the Flag display consisted of 175 interment flags that were placed by workers on both sides of the main road to the Public Road in front of the Administration Building.  The screen was only presented over two weeks during Memorial Day and the Veteran's Day holiday.  The display was set up
and then taken down by the ground crew at national cemetery.  Two members of Bob Smith's Detachment #784, a Marine Corps League, Inc. from Hummelstown, PA. in 2006 convinced then-Cemetery Director Leon Murphy to allow members of the detachment to provide staff volunteers to create and take down the display during their two vacations during
the year to alleviate the reasons for the team's task.  They also asked to allow the creation of a screen on another holiday.  Principal Murphy agreed with some, but not all, of the holidays required. After Director Murphy retired in 2008, the new cemetery director, James Metcalfe, II, turned to two Detachment members.  Through a series of discussions with
him, Director Metcalfe gave Detachment volunteers permission to fly flags for more holidays and work on Saturdays instead of during the week, so as not to disrupt funeral services being carried out and also for the convenience of numerous volunteers who were only available on weekends.  In the late In 2009, a permit was applied for and permission was
granted to allow the display to be continuously displayed on the first Saturday of the following spring in May 2010 until the weekend or two after Veterans Day (November).  Permission was granted on the condition that teams of volunteers check the condition of the flags every weekend - without failure - or the screen would be taken down. The 80 members
of the Avenue of Flags Volunteer Workers (at this time), working with the teams, creating 525 U.S. interment flags, 50 state and Commonwealth flags, 5 Territorial Flags and a District of Columbia flag on the first Saturday of May, are now commonly referred to as FLAGS UP Day.  Then every weekend the Inspection Team went to the National Cemetery for
their designated weekend to inspect all the flags on display, replacing the faded, worn or ruffled flags of other flags that were also donated. The May-November presentation was successfully managed in that first year and the cemetery director gave permission to repeat the process again in 2011 and it has been successfully completed every year from now
until today - without leaving.  Volunteer membership has grown to over 340 registered volunteers and, as always happens, dozens more show up each year who prefer not to register but want to help with this venerable and memorable task.  This patriotic display of our nation's colors reverently honors those who have been laid to rest on the hallowed
grounds of Indiantown Gap National Cemetery and other cemeteries.  This screen is faithfully maintained by a special group of volunteers on the Avenue of Flags Committee of the Indiantown Gap National Cemetery Memorial Council.  Volunteers and members of the Memorial Council are not seeking a reward to record their personal satisfaction, so they
were part of a program that honors fallen service men and serving women who are now eternally resting here or in other cemeteries. When this project began, the volunteers were mostly Bob Smith detachment, the Marine Corps League, Inc.  As time has passed, interest from other veteran service organizations and organizations of similar interest has
increased and now Avenue of Flags Volunteers represent a major cross-section dedicated to members of other Stmere Corps League detachments, Navy Club USA, VFW Posts, American Legion Posts, Purple Heart Chapters, DAV Chapters, Motorcycle Touring Clubs, Boy and Girl Scout Troops, Civil Air Patrols, JROTC and NJROTC Units, Sea Scouts ,
Young Marines and even staff of the Post Office.  There have also been a number of military retirement organizations that have stepped up to serve again as well as many individual young and adult volunteers who are not affiliated with any organized groups. If you are interested in volunteering for this project, there are only a few rules should be
followed.  The three most important are (1) all volunteers must be at least 13 years of age; (2) the youth of a youth under 18 years of age must be accompanied by a responsible adult and (3) all volunteers must dress appropriately due to the dignity of the task to be performed in a national cemetery.  The form of the device and the gloves are encouraged. 
Weapons of any kind, (licensed to carry or not) are prohibited in this Federal Property.  Pets are not allowed.  Service animals are not pets. The Avenue of Flags project qualifies as a community service for both young people or volunteers.  Neither the National Cemetery nor memorial council issued a community service inspection letter to volunteers, but the
Avenue of Flags chairman approves the organizational forms when filed during the service.  For young people, this is a social work, both towards the organisational requirements of their youth group for promotion in rank and towards the school's community service requirements for educational promotion. United States flags that are displayed on the Avenue
of Flags are flags that were presented to the family during the funeral service of their deceased service member of the family.  Patrons who wish to donate the flag can donate their deceased family member 5 feet by 9 1/2 feet.  It should be noted, however, nylon flags that are of the same size and flags of different sizes, or flags that would otherwise be
purchased from the store, will not fly on the Avenue of Flags.  The Avenue of Flags presentation is reserved for flags that were presented in honor and memorialize of the deceased in active duty, a reservist or veteran of the armed forces who otherwise met the requirements for military honors at the funeral. Patrons who do not have lippanne may make a
financial donation to the Memorial Council to help cover the costs associated with filing on Avenue of Flags.  The Memorial Council, not the National Cemetery, will buy state and territorial flags to use on screen at an annual cost of about $1,500.00 for a full set of 56 flags being replaced.  Aluminum poles and hardware needed to build individual interment flag
workers, which are used to display flags costing about $50.00 for each pole.  These poles are occasionally replaced when visitors accidentally hit them in their cars or violent winds pull the flag and pole over the ground.  Also, since the recent renovation of the National Cemetery, new poles are needed to fill along with new lanes added through new portions
of the National Cemetery.  The Memorial Council does not receive support from the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs or any other branch of the federal government for purchasing these flags or staffs and relies on the generosity of patrons who visit the cemetery or Memorial Day Program, Veteran's Day Program or Candlelight Service Program in
December and others who want to fund veteran recognition activities at memorial council.Use the Contact button at the top of the screen to send a query to Avenue of Flags or any of the other Indiantown Gap National Cemetery Memorial Council programs. For full information about the AVENUE OF FLAGS project, donating interment flags to Avenue,
helping to volunteer on Avenue, please contact Avenue of Flags Chairman, Bob Hauser ([email protected]). Special Thank You to Drill Sergeant for taking all these great pictures of his National Guardmen in the 2010 October Inspection album. The VSO is willing to be collecting donated flags encouraged to contact avenue of flags chairman, Bob Hauser
([email protected]) to make arrangements for his part in the program.   If you have a flag to donate, please contact Bob Hauser: [email protected]SPECIAL note regarding the photo album of the Army National Guard through the October 2010 weekend inspection of Avenue of Flags.  The training team consists of some Army and Air Force seniors and the
Marine Veteran gave minimal initial instruction and instruction to the Soldiers.  There were 113 Interment Flags replaced.  Every flag that flew on Flags Avenue was donated by the families of these fallen warriors.  It's a fitting tribute to their sacrifices.  The Indiantown Gap National Cemetery Memorial Council is coordinating with volunteers who give the man
the power to do control of each flag and is not at the annual initial set-up presentation in early May for the final take-down in late November.  These images of the Guards reflect the efforts and dedication of this project, which each individual control crew has on this project when they make sure they do the checks.  Teenage retirees - civilians, veterans and
active services and reservists - all know how much time they spend volunteering for this project, not being able to close to the time when those buried in the graveyard gave our people the freedom to ensure freedom. Nation.
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